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Dry rotary PD lobe blower
Flows to 2.3 MMSCFD
1 atmosphere differential pressure
Vacuum to 16” HG
Pressures to 25 PSIG.

Rotary Lobe Blower

Lobe blowers are dry with no lubricant or contaminants in
the compression cylinder. Two symmetrical impellers,
supported by bearings at each end synchronized by timing
gears rotate in opposite directions without making contact.
The gas is displaced in a positive manner from the inlet to
discharge via the chambers formed between the impellers
and the housing. No external cooling systems are required as
the heat of compression is carried away in the gas stream.
Sutorbilt Legend

Features
x

Cylinder is machined from a single piece of cast iron, is heavily ribbed for high-strength and
features oversized dowel pins for precise mounting and alignment of head plates.

x

Head plates, machined from cast iron, are ground on the interior surface to precise operating
tolerances. Bearing fits are machined into head plates to assure exact bearing positioning.

x

Impellers are machined from cast iron to an exact profile and are permanently fastened to steel
shafts. They are dynamically balanced for smooth operation.

x

Precision machined alloy steel timing gears are securely fastened to the shafts assuring non-slip
timing.

x

Timing gears and gear end bearings are splash lubricated utilizing an abundant oil reservoir. Drive
end bearings are grease lubricated through fittings.

x

Mechanical carbon face gas seals designed specifically for rotary lobe blower service.

Performance Chart

UNIMAC
WELLHEAD GAS FLOW BOOSTER
The MB (Methane Booster) package is specifically designed to boost well head gas flow. Rotary lobe blowers are
ideally suited for “unconventional gas” applications such as enhancing the rate of desorption in shale, coal bed
methane wells or Landfill gas extraction.
In most cases the rotary lobe blower will produce a one atmosphere (15 PSI) boost from the inlet connection to
the outlet, with a maximum discharge pressure up to 25 PSIG. The performance chart covers the differential
pressure and flow available from the standard product range. Other sizes and pressures are available.
Reliability, ease of maintenance and minimal service were top design criteria priorities. A rotary lobe blower has
a dry compression chamber and does not require a separate coolant-sealing circuit like a flooded screw, liquid
ring or vane design. Lift-off enclosure panels with quarter turn latches make access for routine service easy.
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Significant gas flow enhancement is achievable
Quiet, 70 dbA with a weatherproof acoustic enclosure
Low maintenance due to dry compression design
Designed for Class 1 Div 1 environment
Designed for -10 F to +100F ambient
VFD (remote) maximizes well site performance
Touch screen HMI control (remote)
State of the art safeties, instruments and controls
Blower discharge silencer ASME code
Air cooled ASME code heat exchanger cools discharge gas
Suction scrubber, ASME code with automatic drain

MB-6H-40

MB-7H-50

